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Introduction
City street surveillance is always an important part of public
security requirement. Our system had successfully helps
police is various part of the world to break down crimes
and also improve response time to crime sites.
We have full range of products lines for city surveillance
application such as outdoor wireless transceiver, network
video recorder, solar and battery power supply, wireless
mobile network recorder, central monitoring software and
video wall equipment.
All these equipment are designed to support high quality
video, voice and data transmission.

Wireless Solution
We have both license and un-license wireless transceiver.
This gives the authority a choice to choose a most suitable
operating frequency from 2.2GHz, 2.4GHz, 3.5GHz and
5.8GHz to meet their requirement.

Wireless is one of the key successes factor for City
Surveillance, which compliment the wired network, as most
of the cameras position are normally located at strategic
angle and distributed quite far apart. Wireless helps to
reduce deployment cost and time. Backup wireless link
were included in the system design to ensure reliable
connectivity.

All wireless also implement WPA2 security and encryption
to ensure the data transferred are full secured. Higher end
security also available when required.

Diagram
You can choose number of cameras, positions, and types
flexibly on boat not only for outside but for inside. In
cockpit, you can see the live view for checking anything.
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Rugged and Waterproof
RFNet outdoor wireless are designed to withstand
tough weather conditions and able to support up to
180 km/hr wind loading speed. AP-5010 is an ideal
Client wireless to attach with the camera. It comes
with Power over Ethernet feature to minimize wiring
at site.


